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It struck me tonight that all these brilliant people --- Donald Trump, Sidney Powell, 
General Flynn --- have been flying blind, and then, when a break in the clouds 
appears, they find themselves hovering above a caldera that is ready to blow. 

Once they do understand why they can't get traction on the Election Fraud, it's all 
down to something they can't admit. Or risk Hellfire for doing so. 

It's not really much of a crime for the Chinese Communist Party and the Club of 
Rome and other miscreants to interfere in the elections of a commercial 
corporation --- such as the election of the "President" of Exxon or the "President" 
of City Bank. 

Unlike interfering with the election of an actual Public Office and the selection of 
an Executive Officer to run the affairs of an entire country, which would be a 
serious breach of international law, interfering with the private election of a 
commercial corporation president is a nothing-burger, and it stands outside the 
jurisdiction of the U.S. Supreme Court. 

The CCP and the Italian Brotherhood and Mossad and God Only Knows Who Else 
did interfere in the 2020 Election, but it wasn't really an election to a Public Office.
In order to prosecute their actual complaint, Mr. Trump would have to admit that 
his own presidency also involved a private corporate office, not the Public Office 
everyone assumes. 

Trump and Biden would both have to admit that their respective corporations 
have been substituting their corporate "presidents" for our actual Public Office of 
the President of The United States of America --- for decades. 

Ouch. What an unpleasant, damned if you do and damned if you don't situation ---
an ugly political mutually assured destruction detente worthy of any cold war. 
There hasn't been an American President of The United States of America since 
1856, and that rat, President Buchanan, betrayed us all to England and Lincoln. 
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Anyway, that's why Sidney Powell can't get past square one despite all her 
brilliance and persistence and research. That's why General Flynn is bedeviled by 
the Municipal Court System. That's why it, comparatively, doesn't matter that the 
Vermin fixed the 2020 Election. 

The 2020 Election didn't result in the election of an actual President nor did it fill 
the vacancy of our Public Office -- and that's the bombshell everyone wants to 
avoid, because that then exposes the Great Fraud all the way back to the 1860s. 
Mr. Trump wants to avoid that denouement for his reasons, and Mr. Biden wants to
avoid it for his reasons, so here we are, at a standstill. 

Even if Trump gets the 2020 Election overturned, he still would not be an actual 
American President. He'd still be the "president" of a foreign commercial services 
organization in the business of providing essential governmental services. 

The real problem, that both these foreign commercial corporations have been 
substituting their "United States Presidents" for our American President, would still
not be solved. 

Given how close this issue comes to exposing the Great Fraud, you can 
understand why everyone in DC is dancing around it like a live grenade. 

The answer, to hold honest elections for the actual office for the first time in a 
century and a half, is anti-intuitive for most people who want to cling to their 
familiar political parties and all the false assumptions they grew up with. 

Confronted with the truth of what has gone on here in our "absence" most people 
want to run and hide, but neither of these reactions is helpful, when what we need
are men brave enough to face the truth and people committed to running their 
own government. 
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